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Agenda

● Superintendent Introduction and Review

● Staff Presentation: 2021-2022 Accomplishments and 2022-2023 
Focus Actions

○ Human Resources

○ Academics and Innovation

○ Business Services

○ Superintendent’s Office

● Board Discussion
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Presentation Outcomes

● Understand progress in relation to the eight strategic plan outcomes 
prioritized for 2021-2023

● Review 2022-2023 goals and next steps for each of these strategic 
plan outcomes

● Board feedback regarding 2022-2023 focus actions, progress 
measures, and structure for Board updates
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Vision, Mission, Theory of Action 
Vision 
Graduates of Santa Clara Unified School District are resilient, future-ready, lifelong learners who 
think critically, solve problems collaboratively, and are prepared to thrive in a global society.

Aligned Mission Statement 
The Mission of Santa Clara Unified School District is to provide equitable, engaging, and 
innovative educational experiences so that each student thrives in a global society.

Theory of Action 
IF we consistently put student learning first, live our core values, implement our strategic 
priorities, and disrupt inequitable practices…

THEN we will be an equity-centered organization that is responsive, resilient, and prepares 
students for a global society.
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2021-2026 STRATEGIC PLAN
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2021-2022 Developing Action Plans

● Action Plans developed for each Strategic Plan Outcome (SPO)

● SPO Leads worked in district office teams and received technical 
support and thought partnership from colleagues and Prospect 
Studio

● Executive Cabinet reviewed progress monthly 

● All-day CUDOS retreat in March provided feedback from UTSC, 
CSEA and SCUMA leadership on the seven Focus Outcomes

● April and May GAM meetings at which administrators provided 
feedback on Focus Outcomes and Actions
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District Priorities
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District Priorities

1. We use data to improve adult practice and student outcomes

2. We focus on students furthest from opportunity to close gaps

3. We create high-performing systems and teams
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2021-2023 Strategic Plan Focus Outcomes
● Human Resources

○ SPO 10: Develop, recruit, and retain diverse workforce

● Academics and Innovation

○ SPO 5.2: Designated and Integrated English Language Development 
○ SPO 16.2: Collaborative Data Inquiry Cycles

○ SPO: 5.3: Multi-Tiered Systems of Support

● Business Services 
○ SPO 18: Interoperable Data Systems

○ SPO 13: Allocation of Resources

● Superintendent

○ SPO 20:  Strengthening Communication and Engagement

○ SPO 22: Socializing the vision, and strengthening communication systems
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2021-23 Strategic Plan Focus Outcomes w/ Crosswalk

Strategic Plan Outcomes District Priority

Data Equity Systems & 
Teams

SPO 10:   Develop, recruit, and retain diverse workforce X X X

SPO 5.2:   Designated and Integrated English Language Development X X X

SPO 16.2: Collaborative Data Inquiry Cycles X X X

SPO 5.3:  Multi-Tiered Systems of Support X X X

SPO 18:  Interoperable Systems X X X

SPO 13:  Allocation of Resources X X X

SPO 20:  Strengthening Communication and Engagement X X X

SPO 22:  Socializing the Vision X X X
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Success Indicators: Learning Supports and 
Experiences for Students (2021 - 2026)
● The capacity for students to self-assess and demonstrate mastery on all elements/or 

prioritized elements of Graduate Portrait using a developmentally appropriate 
continuum

● Growth in the number of students on track for the Graduate Portrait milestones as 
expressed by the continuum 

● Level of academic proficiency as determined by state standardized assessments
● Graduation rates particularly for key populations
● Breadth and level of student access to CTE
● Proportionate student growth by subgroup on college and career indicators
● Reduction in disproportionate referrals for suspension, expulsion and special education 

services for key populations
● Increase in student reports of self efficacy and decrease in reports of emotional 

distress as measured on student wellness surveys. 
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Success Indicators - Supports for Adults (2021 - 2026)

● The capacity for all adults to self-assess and demonstrate mastery 
on the competencies/ prioritized competencies of the Adult Portrait 
(AP) using the continuum

● Staff accessing the professional learning pathways 

● Recruitment and retention of diverse and high quality staff

● Increase in adult reports of a supportive and inviting work 
environment with a focus on retaining a diverse workforce

● Implementation of a multi tiered systems of support that prioritizes 
inclusion in all schools, all staff will use inclusive practices
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Success Indicators - Systems Transformation (2021 - 2026)

● Strategic Plan Implementation goals are on track

● Demonstration of a coherent, aligned, data informed, continuous 
improvement framework that leads to improved outcomes for all 
students

● Recruitment and retention of diverse and high quality staff

● Culturally responsive and sustaining ideas or solutions are evident 
throughout our work

● MTSS implementation

● Our vision and plan are referenced by our stakeholders in meetings, 
in communications, and in our partnership agreements
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Human Resources
Develop, recruit, and retain diverse workforce
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Strategic Plan Outcome - Human Resources

SPO 10: SCUSD’s human capital system builds a diverse, high-quality, 
high-performing workforce.
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2021-22 Accomplishments - Develop, recruit, retain diverse 
workforce
● The Human Resources Department has implemented a Service 

Model Program where each school site and District department has 
been assigned a Technician to support all personnel matters.  

● We have identified a process to “grow our own” educators from staff 
and students of color within SCUSD. 

● We have developed an Exit Survey for staff who leave the District in 
order to understand their work experience. 
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2022-23 Focus Actions - Develop, recruit, retain a diverse 
workforce 
● We are developing a long term, funded, plan that builds the capacity 

of staff to deconstruct implicit bias in our systems and processes, to 
attract and recruit diverse, highly qualified educators.

● We are working on the development of an evaluation system, rubric, 
and process aligned to V2035 Adult Portrait tenets, CSTPs and 
focused on growth mindset.

● We will develop partnerships with universities and institutions that 
share our Vision 2035 goals, specifically towards recruiting and 
retaining a diverse workforce.
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Progress Indicators- Human Resources

● Increase in recruitment and retention of diverse and high quality staff

● Increase in adult reports of a supportive and inviting work 
environment with a focus on retaining a diverse workforce
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Academics and Innovation
Designated and Integrated ELD 

Collaborative Data Inquiry Cycles 

Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
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Strategic Plan Outcomes - Academics and Innovation

SPO 5: SCUSD’s assessment and support system proactively 
identifies early interventions, including culturally and linguistically 
sustaining strategies, and best practices that improve outcomes 
for students, and support them in attaining the Graduate Portrait. 

SPO 16: Data-driven, results-oriented, practices are evident throughout 
the district, especially at the grade-level team, school, and central office 
department levels. Staff have the capacity to set measurable goals, 
collect outcome and implementation data from multiple sources, and 
adjust actions, and monitor progress. 
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2021-22 Accomplishments - English Language Development

● Convened an EL Steering Committee that met seven times 
throughout the year
○ Shared internal “bright spots” and researched external models of EL 

instruction
○ Reviewed Federal Program Monitoring (FPM) findings
○ Restructured secondary ELD courses for 22-23
○ Updated EL reclassification criteria for 22-23

● Hired EL Coordinator
● Created PK-12 Professional Learning Plan for 2022-23
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2022-23 Focus Actions - English Language Development

By June 2023, all teachers will utilize ELD strategies to promote success 
of English learner and other students.
● Provide district-wide professional learning opportunities on the 

district PD days with follow up support sessions
○ Focus on integrated ELD for grades 6-12
○ Focus on integrated/designated ELD for grades K-5

● Implement a Designated ELD curriculum pilot for grades 4-12

● Instructional Coaches support teacher use of EL strategies

● EL Steering Committee monitors EL Master Plan implementation
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2021-22 Accomplishments - Collaborative Data Inquiry

● Finalized Framework for High Quality Collaboration

● Implemented i-Ready diagnostic and personalized learning platform 
○ Provided PD sessions for all elementary and middle schools
○ Administered Reading and Math diagnostic assessments in grades K-8
○ >85% of K-8 students accessed the Personalized Learning Platform;
○ Collected focus group and survey data to improve implementation for 2022-23

● Administrator Learning Sessions focused on i-Ready and ELPAC student 
data inquiry cycle

● Handbook, Toolkit, Calendars for 2022-23 to integrate assessment and 
data availability for high quality inquiry cycles and collaboration.
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2022-23 Focus Actions - Collaborative Data Inquiry

By June 2023, all Site Leadership Teams use a consistent data inquiry 
process to review student progress and adjust supports to meet student 
needs, using a tiered approach. 
● Assessment results (ELPAC, i-Ready, Reading Inventory) will be shared with 

students and families with tools to analyze results and set goals

● Principal learning sessions will include school visits, data analysis, and 
learning walks, with a focus on principal instructional leadership practice 
aligned to district priorities.

● Professional development and coaching will support SLTs to use data inquiry 
cycles to inform a tiered approach to student and teacher support
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2021-22 Accomplishments - Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
● Completed district MTSS Implementation Plan, with four focus areas 

(Shared responsibility and collaboration, Data-driven decision making, 
Professional learning, Tiered interventions and Evidence-based  practices)

● Created MTSS webpage with tools/resources

● District-wide MTSS network established with each site having a 
designated point person/s
○ Identified initial set of Tier 1 classroom practices

○ Clarified data analysis and decision-making processes

● Convened secondary VPs to create common district-wide process 
and decision rules for student disciplinary matters
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2022-23 Focus Actions - Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
By June 2023, every school will have an MTSS action plan and 80% of 
schools will have an active MTSS team 

● MTSS point people will attend regular MTSS Network meetings, and 
○ Support Tier 1 practices implementation and MTSS team operation at 

their schools

○ Receive Restorative Practices training and coaching 

● Secondary vice principals and Student Services complete and pilot 
district-wide process and decision rules for student disciplinary 
matters
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Progress Indicators- Academics and Innovation

● Increased level of academic proficiency and English language proficiency by 
Emergent Bilingual/English learners, and other subgroups, as determined by local 
and state assessments, # of LTELs, # of reclassifications

● Utilization of an aligned, data-informed, continuous improvement process that 
leads to improved outcomes for all students

● Increased level of MTSS implementation at each school

● Reduction in disproportionate referrals for suspension, expulsion, and special 
education for English learners, students with IEPs, and Hispanic/Latinx students

● Increase in student reports of self efficacy and decrease in reports of emotional 
distress as measured on student wellness surveys. 
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Business Services
Interoperable Data Systems

Fiscal Allocation
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Strategic Plan Outcomes - Business Services

SPO 18: SCUSD’s data management infrastructure supports effective 
data-driven decision making across the district.

SPO 13: SCUSD has developed an agile system for the equitable 
allocation and distribution of resources.
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What is Data Interoperability and Why is it Important?

Interoperability is the seamless, secure and controlled exchange of data 
between different applications and technologies. (EdSurge)

Educational data is often fragmented across different systems that don’t 
“speak” to one another and “data” are not easily transferable between 
educational technology tools across the district because data is not 
“standardized” in format.

If we want school leaders and educators to view data from multiple tools 
together to make informed decisions, people / resources often have to 
repeatedly enter the data by hand, which can be time consuming. 
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Components of Interoperable Data Systems
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2022-2023 Focus Actions - Interoperable Data Systems

● Define data interoperability and begin to identify “problems of 
practice” that interoperable data systems will be able to address. 

● Begin to fully understand the components of data interoperability 
and begin researching best practices from other educational 
organizations who have implemented interoperable data systems.
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2022-23 Focus Actions - Interoperable Data Systems

● Identify critical problems and needs that result from data 
fragmentation to prioritize and solve through improved data 
interoperability (e.g. “whole child early warning system”)

● Research and adopt data governance standards for SCUSD 

● Lay out implementation roadmap for long-term development of  
interoperable systems
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2021-22 Accomplishments - Equitable Allocation and 
Distribution of Resources
● Prior to 2021-2022, formulas to allocate funding to schools were 

examined and refined
○ The original formulas allocated funding based on the enrollment of the school.

○ The new formulas still consider enrollment, but also provide additional funding 
based on an equity model.

● During 2021-2022, processes for enrollment projections and staffing 
allocations were examined and refined
○ The refined process examines “how” and “why” we allocate staff, rather than just 

relying on “the way it is always done,” to ensure we are meeting student needs.

○ This is a ongoing work-in-progress which will continue into 2022-2023.

● Implemented a 1:1 device-to-student ratio
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2022-23 Focus Actions - Equitable Allocation of Resources

● Continue to refine existing methodologies for the allocation of 
resources, ensuring connection to student goals / outcomes
○ Research methodologies that have been implemented by other K-12 institutions
○ Focus on methodologies that are equity-based with proven outcomes
○ Obtain feedback from stakeholders about changes already implemented and new 

research
○ Implement revised methodologies for 2023-2024 fiscal year

● Begin developing a culture and a shift in mindset regarding the 
measurement of student outcomes based on resources allocated
○ Are we getting the desired outcome?
○ If not, why?  Do we need to make modifications?  Do we need to pivot?
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Progress Indicators- Business Services

● Improved ability to make data-informed decisions to improve 
outcomes for all students

● Equity-based and district priorities-aligned allocation formula and 
process in use for site and departmental budgeting for 2023-2024
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Superintendent’s Office
Socializing the vision, and strengthening communication systems 
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Strategic Plan Outcomes

SPO 20: SCUSD’s communications are consistent, targeted, and 
transparent across the range of engagement from input, to feedback, to 
inform, in order to keep the community engaged and the district 
accountable

SPO 22: SCUSD socializes the vision, strategic plan, and district priorities 
with internal and external audiences, building understanding and buy-in
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2021-22 Accomplishments
● Soft vision and priorities launch through messages and visuals in management 

retreats and meetings, all-staff convocation, district website, District Update 
newsletters, and in ribbon cutting and beam signing for new schools, board 
meetings, professional learning sessions, presentations, news stories, etc.

● Continued Difference Makers program to recognize and socialize updated core 
values in action

● Internal strategic planning and engagement throughout fall and spring
● Participated in national Speak Up survey to inform planning and progress 

monitoring
● Planning for improved mass communication and website platforms
● Planning for advisory group to provide input and feedback on communication, 

engagement, and vision socializing plans
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2022-23 Focus Actions
● Create opportunities for all stakeholders to become aware and make meaning of 

our vision, strategic plan, and district priorities

○ Build out of guiding principles, events, training, resources, and toolkits

○ Work with departments to incorporate into job descriptions, hiring processes, 
board agendas, presentations

● Gather and analyze data from CalSCHLs and national Speak Up survey 

● Launch communication and engagement advisory focus group that will meet 
three times over next year to provide input and feedback on family and 
community communication and engagement guidelines and vision socialization 
plans

● Transition to new mass communication platform and website platform
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Progress Indicators - Superintendent’s Office

● Our vision, strategic plan, and district priorities are referenced by our 
stakeholders in meetings, communications, resources, and 
partnership agreements

● Strategic plan implementation goals are on track

● Increase in consistent, targeted, and transparent communications and 
communication systems across the district
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Thank You!
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Discussion
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Board Discussion

● Feedback regarding 2022-2023 focus actions, progress indicators 

● Structure and process for Board updates in 2022-2023


